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Spanish body parts diagram
el pecho: chest; la espinilla: shin; el codo: elbow; la cabeza: head; la pierna: leg; el brazo: arm.
The following English-Spanish and Spanish-English word lists the names of various body
parts and or. Spanish Body Parts Diagram to Label with 20 Body Parts from Sue Summers on
TeachersNotebook.com - ( www.WorkplaceSpanish.com. ENGLISH/SPANISH BODY CHART.

DE FRENTE. DE ESPALDAS. Where does it hurt?Learn the Spanish words for the parts of the
body and how the use of those words is different than. This picture dictionary with audio
provides vocabulary relating to the human body for those wanting.
Body parts diagram
Free Interactive Primary science or Elementary Key Stage 1 Science for TEENs teacher
resources. Science Games for TEENs, Learning science in a fun way. Medical Spanish Videos.
Please click on a topic below to see a video with transcript of each lesson. Terminology - How to
say "rash" Physical Exam - Take a deep breath Human Body Worksheets and Human Body
Quizzes. >> Science Quizzes >> >>Biology quizzes>> Human Body Human Body Facts Human
Body Games Human Body Diagram Human Body.
Body parts
EnchantedLearning.com Spanish Theme Page A Picture Dictionary, Information, Quizzes,
Worksheets and Printouts to Color: Click Here for K-3 Themes Free on-line Spanish flashcards
with sound for learning basic vocabulary like foods, clothing, furniture, body parts, cooking,
school, animals, transportation airport. This is a two-page activity. This includes: insect diagram,
comprehension questions, and draw & label an insect. If you like this product, be sure to check
Medical Spanish Videos. Please click on a topic below to see a video with transcript of each
lesson. Terminology - How to say "rash" Physical Exam - Take a deep breath
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